
Translated as 
if by magic.

Your new favourite translation partner

Translate



Language is one of the most 
powerful tools you can have

Fortune 500 companies 
localize their content to 
grow existing markets

Consumers only conduct 
their online purchases in their 

mother tongue

Europeans would always opt for 
a product with descriptions and 

guarantees in their local language

71% 55% 90%



97 64 +2k

As a modern, high-tech translation platform for all your 
language needs, Taia helps you find the right words for 
any content type.

Let professionals 
help you wield it well

world
languages

different
file types

professionals



An experienced and certified 
translator carefully translates 
your text into the selected  
target language.

Once the translation is complete, a 
bilingual editor checks both documents, 
perfecting the translation where needed. 
Any discrepancies are discussed and 
eliminated in due time.

A professional proofreader (native 
speaker) ensures the translation is 
of the utmost quality.

Translating Editing Proofreading

Choose how you‘d want your adaptations 
made, and track the progress in real time.

Select a service that 
best suits you



Machine translation  
+ Light review

Machine 
translation 
When you need it done 
immediately, machine 
translation is there for you. It 
takes only a few seconds, and 
your file format stays exactly 
the same.

Once the computer is done with 
the translation, an experienced 
translator will double-check it to 
make sure there are no obvious 
mistakes. This cost-efficient 
solution is perfect for quick and 
easy translations that require very 
“lite” expert input.

Choose how you‘d want your adaptations 
made, and track the progress in real time.

Select a service that 
best suits you



Document TranslationsWebsite Localisation Transcription

Legal Translations

Software Localisation Live Interpretation

Skilled ProofreadingSubtitles and Dubbing

Voiceover

Here’s what 
you get

Fast, reliable and quality 
language services for 97 
languages. Our team of 

specialists covers pretty 
much all industry fields, 
and can handle anything 

from quick adaptations to 
large orders.



Fluent and qualified in the 
language of more than

50
industry fields

E - Commerce 

Legal 
 
Manufacturing 

Mobile & Video games

Travel, Leisure & Hospitality

Business & Finance

Medical & Pharmaceutical

Technology & Software

Marketing, SEO & Advertising

And many more...



We make your work easier
We respect your time, so the entire process is super easy, fast, and 100% transparent 

at each step. Say goodbye to unnecessary e-mails or any information getting lost.

Upload your
document

Get an instant
quotation

Order your
translation

Check project
progress anytime

Download
translated document

Specify what
you need



There’s more than one benefit

All our services are 
optimized by technology to 
ensure a speedy delivery.

Save Time
Select only what you need, 
and receive an instant quote 
with no hidden fees. All the 
services from proofreading 
to rush orders will be done 
precisely, and on time.

Reduce Costs

Each project is handled 
by dedicated experts, 
assisted by  
state-of-the-art A.I.

Expect Quality



You’re in good company

and many others...



You can also 
do it yourself

Catapult
by Taia

Machine 
translation 

Automate your work with soft-
ware and receive almost instant 
results. Best of all – your files 
stay in the same format as you 
uploaded them.

Hit your marks up to 4 times 
faster, and as accurate as 
possible. Catapult is an easy 
to use, intuitive and affordable 
cloud-based translation tool - 
no installation required.

We offer quick assistance tools for 
professional and home use. Perfect for large 
volumes of content or chasing a deadline.



UK:  
amarita@taia.io
+447522 892306

CRO: 
sales@taia.io
+385923991505

www.taia.io

SLO: 
marija.kriz@taia.io 
+38670420343

We’re here to help you thrive

Hit us up with your ideas and let’s 
start something great together.

Free test
Free test translation up to 
500 words for new customers. 

taia.io/test



How Taia helped UNIOR, 
a global manufacturing 
company, reduce their 
translation costs by 
more than 65%

Case study

Finding a language service provider that 
can deliver high-quality translations on 
time and in a cost efficient manner is nearly 
impossible. Unior Special Machines faced 
the same problem. Their previous translation 
agency provided them with high-quality 
translations that were always delivered on 
time - but they came with a high price. 

Read more: taia.io/unior


